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Children’s Picture Books

Children’s Picture Books

THE BORROWED LAKE

KANGAROO GETS A POUCH
AUSTRALIA
As night falls and its stars rise, the kangaroos and wallabies, koalas and bilbies of the
Australian desert gather to tell each other stories from the Dreamtime. Stories like this one.
One day a mother kangaroo was bouncing with her precious joey in her arms, for in the
Dreamtime that was how the kangaroo carried her babies. It was this day when she saw an old
wombat whimpering.
“Old wombat, what’s wrong?” the mother kangaroo called out with concern.
“I’m blind and hungry and alone,” the wombat replied. “I asked a dingo for help but he
shuffled off, ignoring me. I asked an emu for help but she marched off, her head high in
the air.”
“I’m going to get food now,” said the mother kangaroo. “You can come with me. I can’t
carry you in my arms because of my joey but you can hold onto my tail.”
It isn’t easy to ride on a kangaroo tail! But the mother kangaroo was as gentle as she could
be and the old wombat held on tightly until they arrived at a grassy billabong.
But a secret danger was waiting – hunters! The mother kangaroo saw them just as the
blind old wombat went down to the water to drink. With her kindness, she had unknowingly
brought her new friend into a trap! The mother kangaroo didn’t think of her own safety; she
didn’t even think about her joey who was hopping around, exploring. Instead she bounced as
high as she could, startling the hunters with her pounding leaps and they quickly turned their
weapons towards her instead. The kangaroo leaped and turned, darted and dashed, and drew
the hunters far away from the billabong.
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CURUPIRA

IRELAND

It isn’t easy to escape hungry hunters who fight with boomerangs and spears but the
mother kangaroo had luck on her side that day. She was able to cross dunes and jump thorny
bushes to finally get away. However, when the mother kangaroo wearily returned to
the grassy billabong, tears were flowing down her face.
“Oh old wombat, I’ve lost my joey!” she sobbed.
The wombat looked at her with eyes that suddenly seemed clear and bright.
“No you haven’t, dear kangaroo. He’s over there, asleep under the eucalyptus tree. Go
and peel off the tree’s bark in long strips – then you can make a bag to tie around your waist
and hold him in that,” the wombat said.
The kangaroo was filled with joy. She bounced over and smothered her joey in kisses
and then made the bag, just as the wombat had told her to. But when she tied it to her waist,
something unexpected happened – the bark bag became a part of her, turning into a fur
pouch. She could use it to carry her joey in forever after!
“Byamee?” the kangaroo exclaimed, suddenly realising the old wombat wasn’t who he
had seemed to be. Far from being an old wombat, he was Byamee, the god of creation, who
had come to see whether the animals showed kindness, generosity and love towards one
another. Those good qualities aren’t always easy to see, but he had found them in the
kangaroo and given her a pouch as a gift.
So under the desert stars the kangaroos and wallabies, koalas and bilbies tell of how
Byamee gave the mother kangaroo a pouch. They remember that, because the pouch was
such a great gift, the mother kangaroo asked Byamee to share it with all the kangaroos and
wallabies, koalas and bilbies and other marsupials. And he did.

BRAZIL

You should never doubt the Irish,
The truth of their tales – don’t ignore.
And when you put your feet in Lough Foyle,
Know how it settled on this shore.

Her only and beloved lake,
The younger sister gave away.
On Monday she expected it back,
But she was to be betrayed.

Two sisters once lived in Ireland,
Long before the mists of time.
One was beautiful and trusting,
She couldn’t see the coming crime.

“Older sister, it is Monday,
Where is my lake?” I heard her cry.
“I won’t return it until Judgement Day!”
Came the cruel sister’s reply.

So much did she love her older sister,
She would give anything to see her smile.
But the older sister was cruel of heart,
What she was to do – you will revile.

It wasn’t due to gates or locks,
But to cruel magic that was at play.
That the lake now lay in the east,
And there it was to stay.

One day the cruel sister found a way,
To steal her sister’s glittering lake.
“Let me borrow it till Monday,” she said,
But her promises were fake.

And so through words used to trick,
Lough Foyle will here forever lie.
Go west, you’ll find a barren place,
Where all now is always dry.

CHOP! A sound cuts through the forest air. Parrots stop their carefree singing; deer and
rabbits race quietly away. CHOP! comes the sound again and up from a big, broad leaf jumps
Curupira. He sees a woodcutter whacking wildly at small trees and vines, breaking and
crushing the forest. Curupira knows the woodcutter is no friend of the plants and animals.
The woodcutter is greedy for only one thing – the mighty Brazil nut tree. This giant tree
provides food and shelter for many animals in the forest but the woodcutter doesn’t care
about that; he only cares about cutting down the thick, strong tree and selling the wood.
CHOP! rings out again but this time so too does a long, loud whistle as Curupira calls
his wild pig to him. Jumping on the boar’s back, Curupira whispers, “Take me to the
village, quick!”
After speaking at once to a village elder, Curupira swiftly runs back to the woodcutter
yelling, “Stop! You’ll have to catch me before I let you cut down my tree!”
The woodcutter looks at Curupira and sees what you might see – a small child with
flaming red hair. How dare he interfere! The woodcutter grabs for Curupira who jumps
quickly away and disappears. Looking down at Curupira’s muddy footprints, the
woodcutter laughs.
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DAY AND DARKNESS

Life continued this way until the day a turtle came in to land from the Eastern Ocean,
lumbered up the shore to the top of the well and peered over the edge.
“Oh wow! Who are you?” yelled the frog up to the turtle.
The turtle strained to see the frog way down in the dark well.
“Hello, dear frog, what a small, dark hole you live in. Would you like me to help you get
out?” the turtle asked.
“What a rude thing to say!” replied the frog. “The world is not dark or small. I have the
whole sky above and all the water to swim in. I myself am the greatest creature in it – I am so
strong I can swim from one side to the other in a moment.”
“All the water in the world?” the turtle asked. “New friend, aren’t you forgetting the Eastern Ocean? The land can flood for ten years and the Eastern Ocean won’t rise. The land can
be dry for ten years and the Eastern Ocean won’t get any lower. I could swim my whole life
and never find all of its edges.”
The frog hesitated. “I wonder if it could be true?” he muttered.
“Come up and see!” said the turtle kindly.
The frog had never thought before that he might see anything outside of the water well.
But, although he was small-minded, he was also brave and so with great effort he hopped up
– up – up – and out of the water well!
Out in the world around the well, the sky stretched above him in a dazzling display. The
sun shone strong and hot, a thousand leaves waved about him and the buzzing of a hundred
bugs filled his ears. And there beside him were the small, round edges of his water well.

Porcupine was the most respected and wisest of all the animals.

USA

Porcupine knew that the animals needed a break – a time to remember
their love for one another – so Porcupine organised an evening of song

This is a story from long ago when things weren’t like they are now. It was when the
animals spoke and made the rules for the world. When together the animals needed

and dance.
But oh, silly Chipmunk, who always had to be right, who couldn’t give

to decide on which time to have daylight, sunshine and warmth, and which time to

in for even one night. In the middle of the fun, Chipmunk began to sing the

have the dark, cool cover of night. But oh, the animals could not agree!

Chipmunk’s own song – all about the need for the light of day.

Chipmunk spoke for those who wanted day all the time. Daylight, he said, was good

And oh, silly Bear, who could not control his temper, who couldn’t
just turn away. Bear lunged at Chipmunk. Chipmunk ran! Bear followed!

for gathering food and for play.
“What can you do at night,” he asked, “except waste time and hide?”
“Not so!” argued Bear, who spoke for those who wanted night all the time. They
wanted the darkness to carry on forever, making it easier to catch the fish that hid

Chipmunk raced up a tree! Bear swung his paw, claws scraping a dark mark
across Chipmunk, which never went away. It is there on Chipmunk’s back
even today.
There could be no more discussion. No more debate. No more working

from the light.
“Bear is lazy!” cried Chipmunk.

it out together. Porcupine decided day and night must come and go, come

“Chipmunk is greedy!” declared Bear.

and go, turn by turn, and the animals must find food in their own ways.

Discussion turned to debate, which turned to arguing, which turned to yelling,

And so it is, even today.

which ended in fighting. No one could make a decision.

THE FROG IN THE WELL
CHINA
In the days when an emperor sat on his throne in China, a tadpole hatched from its egg inside
a water well. The tadpole swam in the water and skimmed the muddy bottom, and still it lived
inside the well. The tadpole grew and became a frog who sat on dried fallen leaves and snapped
at bugs that flew down from the sky far above. And still the frog lived inside the water well.
The frog lived happily in the water well and thought it was the world.
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“The foolish child! He’s left a trail for me, I’ll catch him soon enough!” he thinks,
and he marches off after the footprints.
But he won’t catch Curupira. For Curupira isn’t a small child; he is a guardian of
the forest and has a cunning trick – his feet face backwards. So Curupira’s footprints
don’t lead where he is going but away from him. This time the footprints lead the
greedy woodcutter back to the village where people are waiting to catch him and
send him away.
And Curupira? He’s once again lying on a big, broad leaf laughing at the unwise
woodcutter.
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THE MOON LAKE
INDIA

When the moon rises over Chandrasaras – Moon Lake – you’ll see the quick, darting and
leaping figures of the hares, members of the great empire of Silimukha and residents of Moon
Lake. All around the lake you’ll find their homes in the grass, homes of old grey hares and
baby leverets, busy homes and homes where every hare is still sleeping. On the edge of Moon
Lake, they have all they need. Until one day when the elephant arrives.
Stomp! Thwump! come the elephant’s big feet. Swish! Swipe! goes his long tail. Crash! Bash!
The elephant destroys and kills as he passes through the great empire and there’s nothing even
King Silimukha can do. The elephant is wading his way into the water of Moon Lake.
You see, the hares of Moon Lake have all they need but around them the land has grown
thirsty. The rivers have emptied and the grass has dried out. The elephant was looking for
water and grass and he found it. But he failed to notice that the hares were already there.
The elephant rises from the water. Bash! Crash! He comes onto the land again. Swipe! Swish!
He dries his long tail. Thwump! Stomp! His big feet stride out of the empire as all the hares
are weeping. They know that elephants remember a good drinking spot forever.
King Silimukha calls for Vijaya, a hare of great courage and skill.

Stories are from Greece, Brazil, USA, Indonesia, Australia, India,
Turkey, New Zealand, Ireland, Scotland, China, Chile, Mongolia and
Nigeria.

“If the elephant comes here to drink again and again, we will all be destroyed!” the king
cries. “You must stop him from coming back.”
Vijaya is pleased King Silimukha called on him to help but how can he convince the great
elephant to stay away? Why would the huge elephant listen to the small hare? Vijaya leaps away,
following the elephant’s big footprints. As the moon lights his way through the night, Vijaya has
a great idea.
Finding the elephant, he cries out, “Oh, large elephant, I speak for the even greater moon.
The moon lives at Lake Chandrasaras and takes care of the hares who live there. You came and
swam in his home! You trampled his hares! You should not go there again!”
The elephant looks at the hare. “If you are telling the truth, I will stay away. But how do I
know? Show me this Moon Lake you claim to speak for.”
So Vijaya leads the elephant back to the lake. In the still water, the moon is perfectly
reflected and, thinking the moon is in the lake, the elephant bows in fear and awe. He
promises never to return to Moon Lake. As he leaves, you can hear the great empire of King
Silimukha, residents of Moon Lake, drumming their paws on the ground in joy.
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Introduce children to myths, legends and fables from across the
globe in this movingly illustrated collection. The varied stories use
a range of storytelling techniques and perspectives with full-colour,
two-page illustrated spreads. Use this captivating resource as a
springboard to help children learn more about people and cultures
from around the world.
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Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

A Triple-action Teaching Tool

$6.50
each

$6.50
each

Perfect for Guided, Shared & Independent Reading!

WINDOWS ON LITERACY

Non-fiction
HEALTHY ME

HEALTHY ME

I Like Being Outdoors
wordless

Non-fiction

PRE-EMERGENT

STEP UP

WINDOWS ON LITERACY

GET MOVING

TAKE A LOOK

GET MOVING

It Can Fly
one word per page

What’s Alike
wordless

NEXT GENERATION WINDOWS $8.50
each

Non-fiction

EMERGENT

Getting Home
simple sentence

People Go Up
simple sentence

Rides are Fun
wordless

LEVELS 1-6

$8.50
each

NEXT GENERATION WINDOWS

LIVING WORLD - life process

Non-fiction

LIVING WORLD - ecology
New

New
Next Generation Windows

BB

In the Forest

From Egg To Frog

The Butterfly

Have a look at what lives in
a tree in the forest.

Shows the development of a
frog - from egg to frog!

report/information, index

report/information,
explanation, flow chart

Step-by-step development
from egg through to
butterfly.

16pp. Level 1-2

New
Next Generation Windows

Our Playground
The children have nowhere to
play, only on an empty field.
Watch and read the step-by-step
development of a playground.

report/information, explanation
12pp. Level 5-6

12pp. Level 5-6

LIVING WORLD
- ecology
TECHNOLOGY

Our Playground

Discusses the individual roles of
farm animals.

explanation, calender, flow
chart

12pp. Level 4-5

SOCIALSICENCE
SCIENCE- place
- place&&environment
environment
SOCIAL

Building a Bird Feeder
Goes through the process of
building a bird feeder.
report/information,
procedural

report, explanation, procedure

12pp. Level 3-4

12pp. Level 4-5

BB

This Is My Home

Talks about the change of
seasons through the cycle of
an apple tree.

report/information, flow
chart, sequence

8pp. Level 2-3

Farm Animals Have Jobs

Seasons

Have a look at the different
places animals call home.
report/information

Technology Titles & Health

Science & Social Studies Titles

Next Generation Windows

8pp. Level 2-3

Trees

Out At Night

What Can You Do?

Snails and Slugs

Talks about the different
ways animals move and how
we can move the same way.

Observes snails and slugs.
report/information,
comparison

discussion

12pp. Level 4-5

Out At Night

It is night and the owl is
looking for food.

Shows the process of how
honey is made.

Watch out mouse!

report/information,
explanation, labels, diagram

explanation, observation,
narrative

12pp. Level 3-4

Here Come the Bees

16pp. Level 4-5

8pp. Level 3-4

Trees
Trees provide us with many
wonderful things. This book
includes just some of these
things.
report/information,
explanation, observation,
rhythm and rhyme, facts
12pp. Level 5-6

HEALTH
HEALTH- healthy
- healthyenvironments
environment
Next Generation Windows

New

Community Garden

Community Garden

At the Park

Discusses what vegetables
grow in this community
garden.

The park has a lot of rubbish
in it! One adult and two
children tidy the park up.

report/information

report/information, signs,
labels

A young girl talks about her
family and how she loves
them.

12pp. Level 2-3

report/information

12pp. Level 5-6

My Family Loves Me

8pp. Level 2-3

ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

$8.50
each

MATERIAL WORLD

A Bear Eats Fish
Looks at the foods that
different animals eat.

Science Titles

12 pp. Level 2.

Big, Bigger, Biggest
Compares balloons of
various sizes.

Examines the different parts
of a plant in order to identify
it as a banana plant.

8 pp. Level 3.

8 pp. Level 2.

My Bed Is Soft

When the Rain Comes

Compares birds that live in
different habitats.

Reveals where animals seek
shelter when it rains.

Shows the difference
between pushing and
pulling.

8 pp. Level 2.

12 pp. Level 2

8 pp. Level 1.

12 pp. Level 5.

8 pp. Level 3.

8 pp. Level 2.

The Little Panda
Make a Monster

Balls
Looks at different balls and
the activities you can do with
them.

Considers how textures differ
as a child makes a monster
with common items.

8 pp. Level 3.

8 pp. Level 4.

Cool in the Summer
Shows different ways to
beat the heat of summer.

Social Studies & Technology Titles

8 pp. Level 1.

What’s on the Road?

Shows how the automobile
has changed over the past
century.

Shows vehicles you’ll
encounter on the road.

12 pp. Level 5.

8 pp. Level 1.

Going to School
Considers the various
methods of transportation
kids use to get to school.

Compares the likes and
behaviour of two friends.
12 pp. Level 3.

8 pp. Level 4.

12 pp. Level 5.

I Help in the Garden

Considers where wood
comes from, and items made
from wood.
8 pp. Level 6.

Round Like a Circle

Am I Big or Small?

Looks at the different
features of a child and
his pet.

Focuses on finding round
shapes in a variety of
settings.

Compares sizes of
different family members.

8 pp. Level 2.

12 pp. Level 2..

My Cat and I

Looks at the different ways
that boats are propelled
across the water.

People Live Here
Introduces various human
habitats.

Compares heavy and light
objects in the garden.
8 pp. Level 3.

8 pp. Level 4.

24 pp. Level 2.

12 pp. Level 2.

On a Map

Flap Book

Shows how symbols
and a key are used to
show objects on a map.

Visits habitats including
mountains, plains, forests,
deserts, and wetlands.

What Grows Here?
Shows the plants
that grow in different
environments.

12 pp. Level 5.

24 pp. Level 2

24 pp. Level 4.

12 pp. Level 1.

In My Family

Now and Then

Examines the roles that
family members play in
different families.

12 pp. Level 6.

Compares everyday life now
with life in the early 1900s.

8 pp. Level 5.

RESOURCES & ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Best Friends
Shows how people can like
different things and still be
friends.
8 pp. Level 5.

How Many?
Looks at numbers of
people riding on a bike,
in a boat and in a car.

8 pp. Level 3.

Plants and Animals Live
Here

TIME, CONTINUITY & CHANGE

My Friend and I

8 pp. Level 3.

Looks at which items in a
child’s room are light and
which are heavy.

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT

See the Boats Go!
What Did They Drive?

Shows the different ways an
elephant uses its trunk.

MATHS IN SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

Looks at various methods of
transportation.

My Toy Box Is Heavy

& BEYOND

12 pp. Level 6.

Where Are They Going?

An Elephant’s Trunk

Follows the life cycle of a
panda.

Wood

What Lives in a Swamp?
Features creatures
commonly found in this
habitat.

LIVING WORLD

Go Teddy!

Compares the speeds
of different forms of
transportation.

PLANET EARTH

Junior Primary
Junior Primary - Levelled
Readers

$8.50
each
PHYSICAL WORLD

Compares physical
properties of items in a
child’s bedroom.

LIVING WORLD

A Bird Flies By

LEVELS 1-6

PHYSICAL
WORLD
PHYSICAL
WORLD

Fast and Faster
What Plant Is This?

EMERGENT

BB
The Festival
Introduces things you
might see at a festival.
12 pp. Level 3.

The Animal Hospital
Looks at the various jobs
at an animal hospital.
12 pp. Level 1.

Our New Puppy
Follows a boy and his
parents as they shop for a
new puppy’s needs.
8 pp. Level 2.

Bricks, Wood, and
Stones
Introduces different materials used to make homes.
12 pp. Level 5.

MATHS IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Hands at Work

Shaggy

I Am Busy

Explores how hands
are used in different
professions.

Follows Shaggy to the dog
groomer to get a haircut.
8 pp. Level 4.

Looks at the ways a girl
helps to take care of her
things.

12 pp. Level 2.

8 pp. Level 4.

MATHS IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Our World Is Big

First, Second, Third

Flags

Compares the size of
landforms and places such
as lake and ocean, town
and city.

Practises ordinal numbers
by looking for objects and
animals in different settings.

8 pp. Level 6.

8 pp. Level 3.

Counts coloured shapes
in a variety of flags.

8 pp. Level 2.

ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

$8.50
each

Science Titles

LIVING WORLD

The Night Sky

A Better Look
Explores magnification by
looking at a single object under
different levels of magnification.

Examines how fruit juice
changes when it is put in the
freezer.

Tools Measure Weather

Ice

Introduces tools that scientists
use to measure weather.

Looks at various forms
of ice found in the
natural world.

12 pp. Level 11.

12 pp. Level 12.

8 pp. Level 10.

8 pp. Level 9.

LIVING WORLD

Polar Bears

Birds
Discusses the
characteristics shared
by all birds.

Considers how a polar
bear is uniquely suited
to live in the Arctic.

16 pp. Level 7.

12 pp. Level 8.

Next Generation Windows

New

16 pp. Level 10.

MATHS IN SCIENCE

New

Next Generation Windows

Mothers
and
Babies

Looks at the different types of
creatures that can live in a rock
pool.

Animals All Together

Mothers and Babies

Weather Today

report/information, explanation,
observation, rhythm and rhyme

Looks at what to wear and
do in different types of
weather.

Talks about different animals and
what the known names for their
babies are.

16 pp. Level 7-8.

report/information, poem

report/information, picture glossary

8 pp. Level 8-9.

12 pp. Level 6-7.

Who Wears This Hat?
Considers the accessories
worn to play different sports.

Practises positional language,
counting and observation of
different animals.
12 pp. Level 10.

24 pp. Level 11.

What Will Happen Today?
Bird Beaks
Looks at birds’
beak shapes using
mathematical language.
12 pp. Level 11.

TECHNOLOGY

I Can Breathe
Underwater

Social Studies & Technology Titles

12 pp. Level 7.

12 pp. Level 12.

Introduces food chains and
how animals get food.

Weather
Today

Rock Pool Community

Shows how a snorkel
makes it possible to
breathe underwater.

At the Beach

Tools Can Help Us See

Jacob’s Day

Presents different tools that
people use to help them see
better.

Helps children tell time using
both digital and analogue
clocks.

12 pp. Level 7.

16 pp. Level 7.

Making Breakfast
Considers how machines can
be used to help you make
breakfast.
8 pp. Level 9.

The Earth
Introduces the terminology of
various landforms found on
the Earth.
16 pp. Level 11.

People Live in the
Desert
Observes how people
live in this harsh
environment.

Sorts different items
found on the beach.

Teaches animal group
names while counting
by twos.

12 pp. Level 7.

What’s on the Ships?

I Listen

Teaches that manufactured
goods are both exported and
imported.

Shows why listening is an
important skill.

A Firefighter Wears a
Helmet

8 pp. Level 10.

BB

Class Calendar

Looks at some of the
reasons why people move
from one place to another.

Teaches how to find
information on a calendar.

8 pp. Level 8.

Looks at similarities
between different
professions.

Our Teacher

Looks at how a town grows
and changes when a factory
moves in.
8 pp. Level 10.

In My Bag

Shows students working
together to take care of
a class stuffed animal.

Follows a girl on her trip to
the city and shows how her
father anticipates her needs.

12 pp. Level 8.

16 pp. Level 8.

8 pp. Level 10.

Compares things that kids
used to do for fun with things
that kids do today.
12 pp. Level 7.

My Walk Home

Considers the things
that people do to live
in a cold climate.

Follows a child past
different places of
business on his walk
home from school.

12 pp. Level 11.

12 pp. Level 8.

Explains the role of a teacher.

My Mum and
Dad Work

12 pp. Level 11.

Explores the differences
between manufacturing
and service jobs.
12 pp. Level 9.

Meet the Johnson Family
My Family Keeps Fit

Food From Another
Country

Shows the ways that
different family members
stay in shape.

Introduces common foods
that were first made in
another country.

Considers the various things
that all families need.
12 pp. Level 9.

Houses
Shows how houses are
built differently in different
environments.
16 pp. Level 12.

12 pp. Level 11.

12 pp. Level 9.

MATHS IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Shows examples of
things people create with
designs and patterns.

It’s Cold Where
I Live

Having Fun

12 pp. Level 8.

Patterns Around the
World

12 pp. Level 12.

TIME, CONTINUITY & CHANGE

A New School
Class Teddy Bear

Compares different
measuremets of a
cheetah’s size and speed.

12 pp. Level 8.

RESOURCES & ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

My Town Used to Be
Small

TIME, CONTINUITY & CHANGE

The Speedy Cheetah

12 pp. Level 8.

12 pp. Level 12.

RESOURCES & ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Asks the reader to think about
events that are likely during
the day.

A Pride of Lions

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT

8 pp. Level 7.

16 pp. Level 12.

Considers how different
animals use mud.

Looks at the life cycle of a
baby penguin.

Living Things
Need Food

MATERIAL WORLD

New

Mud, Mud, Mud

Penguin Chick

Looks at the moon and the
stars that you can see in
the sky.

Fruit Pops

8 pp. Level 11.

Next Generation Windows

Junior Primary
Junior Primary - Levelled
Readers

$8.50
each

LEVELS 7-12

PLANET EARTH & BEYOND

PHYSICAL WORLD

Rock Pool
Community

EARLY

At the Farmer’s Market
Follows a young shopper
spending coins at the market.
16 pp. Level 9.

MATHS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
My Backpack

Sharing a Pizza

Thanks to the Triangle!

Tim’s Ice-cream Store

Uses the concept of heavy
and light in packing for a
hike.

Shows the use of fractions –
halves and quarters – in the
pizza store.

Looks at the importance of
triangles in things people
build and use.

Tallies the number of icecream flavours sold.

12 pp. Level 10.

8 pp. Level 10.

12 pp. Level 11.

16 pp. Level 12.

Making Pancakes
Shows the measuring
of ingredients to make
pancakes.
12 pp. Level 9.

12 pp. Level 8.

ph: 0800 372 393
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Junior PrimaryWINDOWS
- LevelledONReaders
LITERACY

$8.50
each

FLUENT
FLUENT

Junior Primary
- Levelled
Readers
WINDOWS
ON LITERACY
Non-fiction

$8.50
each

LEVELS
LEVELS13-18
13-18

PHYSICAL
WORLD
PHYSICAL
WORLD

MATERIAL
WORLD
MATERIAL
WORLD

Science
Science
Titles
Titles

My Fish Tank
Introduces the concept
of a siphon by cleaning
a fish tank.
16 pp. Level 13.

Where Does the
Water Go?
Explains evaporation.
12 pp. Level 15.

Looks at a variety of tools
that scientists use to do
their job.

Kitchen Rules
Introduces simple rules that
can make the kitchen a safer
place.
12 pp. Level 16.

Examines how a bean plant
grows and changes after a
seed is planted.

16 pp. Level 17.

12 pp. Level 16.

Using Rocks
Introduces different
types of rocks and how
they are used.

12 pp. Level 13.

12 pp. Level 18.

The Car Wash
Reveals how a car wash
cleans a car.

Social
Social
Studies
Studies
& Technology
& Technology
Titles
Titles

12 pp. Level 14.

Looks at how Thomas
Edison’s inventions
affect our lives today.

Considers how soil is made
and how plants, animals and
people depend on it.
24 pp. Level 17.

Astronauts in Space
Shows how astronauts live
in a space station.

12 pp. Level 14.

Rocks
Looks at texture and
colour in sorting
rocks.

16 pp. Level 15.

The Eiffel Tower

Looks at sizes of antlers.
16 pp. Level 16.

Focuses on the importance of the triangle and
arch to build a strong tower.
16 pp. Level 18.

Finding Out About
the Past

Compares life in a suburban
environment to life in an
urban area.
12 pp. Level 13.

Teaches the concept
and importance of a
map key.
12 pp. Level 17.

Looking for a
New House

People Who Lead Us

The Best Car for Us

Explains how florists get the
flowers they sell.

Looks at what people
consider when they buy a
new car.

Considers what leaders do
and looks at examples of
leaders in our lives.

12 pp. Level 13.

12 pp. Level 16.

Looks at what people
consider when looking
for a new place to live.

16 pp. Level 15.

RESOURCES &
& ECONOMIC
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
RESOURCES

From Field to Florist
12 pp. Level 14.

Looks at the famous sites in
the United States capital.

12 pp. Level 14.

RESOURCES & ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES
RESOURCES
& ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Key to Maps

Washington, D.C.

Uses photographs, newspapers
and books to help learn about
the past.

12 pp. Level 18

Going Up the Mountain
24 pp. Level 18.

Shows how to create a
stained glass design using
shapes and colours.

16 pp. Level 13.

This Is My Street

12 pp. Level 14.

Introduces habitats and
creatures at varying altitudes.

Antlers

Stained Glass

TIME,
CONTINUITY
& CHANGE
TIME,
CONTINUITY
& CHANGE

Examines the items you need
to take with you on a camping
trip.

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT
PLACE & ENVIRONMENT

12pp. Level 17.

MATHS IN SCIENCE
MATHS IN SCIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

We’re Going Camping
Thomas Edison

Explains how water can
change from a solid to a
liquid gas.

12 pp. Level 18.

12 pp. Level 13.

TECHNOLOGY

Looks at how instruments use vibrations
to make music.

Soil

Explains how potatoes are
grown and harvested.

Focuses on how c actuses
have adapted to survive the
desert’s harsh environment.

24 pp. Level 13.

Making Music

PLANET EARTH & BEYOND
PLANET EARTH & BEYOND

Potatoes
Cactuses

24 pp. Level 15.

Considers the ways that magnets are used in everyday life.

16 pp. Level 14.

Big Red Tomatoes

Illustrates how the sun
demonstrates its power.

How Are
Magnets Used?

My Bean Plant

LIVING WORLD

Looks at how tomatoes grow
and how they are used.

Water Can Change

Sun Power

Tools Scientists Use

Cotton Comes
From Plants
How cotton is grown,
harvested and manufactured
to make clothes.
16 pp. Level 17.

16 pp. Level 13.

MATHS
IN SOCIAL
STUDIES
MATHS
IN SOCIAL
STUDIES

MATHS
IN SOCIAL
STUDIES
MATHS
IN SOCIAL
STUDIES
My Busy Week

Gingerbread

Looks at the time that some
typical events during the
week begin and end.

Uses measurement
and fractions in baking
gingerbread.

16 pp. Level 13.

ph: 0800 372 393
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16 pp. Level 14.
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How Many Are in the
Crowd?

What Time is It?
Examines time lapse during
certain events.

Estimates numbers of people
in different settings.

16 pp. Level 17.

16 pp. Level 17.
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Junior PrimaryWINDOWS
- LevelledONReaders
LITERACY

$9.50
each

FLUENT PLUS
PLUS
FLUENT

LEVELS 19-24
19-24
LEVELS

$9.50
each

LIVING WORLD

MATERIAL WORLD

Junior Primary
- Levelled
Readers
Junior Primary
WINDOWS
ON LITERACY
PHYSICAL WORLD

The Wright Brothers

Science Titles

Meet Jane Goodall

Frog Report

Introduces this animal
researcher and considers
the impact of her work.

Examines three case studies
investigating the disappearance
of frogs around the world.

16pp. Level 20.

16 pp. Level 20.

Exploring Tide Pools

The World Solar Challenge

Looks at different kinds of
plants and animals living in
tide pools.

Follows experimental solar cars
as they race across Australia.

24 pp. Level 21.

16 pp. Level 20.

Simple Machines

Glass

Describes the work of the
pulley, lever, screw, wedge,
inclined plane, wheel and axle.

Examines the history
of glass and shows its
many uses.

24 pp. Level 24.

MATHS IN SCIENCE

Traces the Wright Brothers’
quest to fly and documents
their historic flight.
24 pp. Level 24.

24 pp. Level 24.

MATHS IN SCIENCE

The Golden Gate Bridge
The Great Barrier Reef

Exploring the Everglades

Uses measurement to explore
this coral reef ecosystem.

Collects data on species viewed
on a boat trip in the Everglades.

24 pp. Level 21.

24 pp. Level 22.

Looks at the maths and
physical science used in
building this famous bridge.
24 pp. Level 24.

PLACE & ENVIRONMENT

TECHNOLOGY

Bicycles
Shows how the bicycle has
changed in design and
purpose over the years.

Social Studies & Technology Titles

16 pp. Level 19.

Alexander Graham Bell
and the Telephone

Crittercam

Focuses on the early life of
Bell and his most famous
invention.

Shows how scientists
attach video cameras to
animals to experience
their world.

24 pp. Level 22.

16 pp. Level 20.

Divers of the Deep Sea

Down the Nile

Looks at inventions that allow
divers to explore deep below
the surface of the ocean.

Follows the Nile River from
its source in the heart of
Africa to the Mediterranean
Sea.

24 pp. Level 24.

24 pp. Level 21.

RESOURCES & ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

Rice

Gold

Describes the
farming, harvesting
and marketing of rice
throughout the world.

Examines why gold is a
valuable resource and
a symbol of wealth and
power.

24 pp. Level 21.

ph: 0800 372 393

24 pp. Level 23.

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Welcome to Japan
Examines the landscape
and culture of this Asian
nation.
24 pp. Level 22.

Race to the Pole

Climbing Mount Everest

Tells the story of the race
between Amundsen and Scott
to reach the South Pole first.

Gives a first-person account
of climbing the world’s
highest peak.

24 pp. Level 24.

24 pp. Level 23.

MATHS IN SOCIAL STUDIES

From Tree to Me

Games Kids Play

Explains how we get
the wood that we use to
build things.

Teaches simple counting
and position games played
in different countries.

16 pp. Level 20.

16 pp. Level 20.

Time by the Clock

Alaska

Race Day

Superdome

Looks at telling time
before and after the
invention of the clock.

Examines Alaska’s
varying temperatures
and daylight and their
affect on everyday life.

Looks at facts and
figures of a 26-mile
race.

Looks at numbers in
relation to this huge
building’s capacity.

24 pp. Level 22.

24 pp. Level 23.

16 pp. Level 20.

24 pp. Level 22.
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Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

Fiction

giltedge readers

The king wants
a new crown.
Is this a good
crown for a
king?

Daisy May is
on holiday.
Read her
diary to see
what she
gets up to.

Level 9, Blue

What is Mr Jumbly saying to
Mrs Jumbly? Read and find out.

Level 18,
Light Blue

Non-pack

This is Super
Manners Man.
Listen carefully
to what he has
to tell you.

Level 10,
Blue

Price
$8.50 each

Level 11,
Blue

See how Tiger
solves the
problem of the
jungle jam!

Joey wishes
that everything
was made out
of chocolate.
Is this a good
wish?

Level 11,
Blue

This is not my
house. What
does his house
look like?

Fred is off to a fire. What will
he need to take with him?

I’m off on my space ride. I
wonder what I’ll see?

Level 11,
Blue

It’s Princess
Pearl’s
birthday, but
something is
wrong! What
could it be?

Level 2, Magenta

Level 2, Magenta

Level 3,
Red

Peacock has
got a job. I
wonder what
it is?

Level 12,
Green

Tom is tasting
things. What
would this
taste like?

Level 4, Red

My friend Sam is woolly.
Come and meet him.

What is hiding in my garden?
Let’s go and see!

BB

Level 5, Red

Hayfa loves to
dance. Why is
Hayfa dancing at
the market?

BB

Level 13,
Green

Read and see how working together
gets the ants sugar for their tea.

Now they are
ready to see “The
Greatest Show on
Earth”. I wonder
what it will be?

BB
Level 14,
Green

Level 7,
Yellow

What a
strange place
Strand is.
Let’s take a
look.

Level 6, Yellow

BB

What is this
gorilla doing
and how are
these people
feeling?

Level 14,
Green

Jack has blue
butterflies
flying over his
hands. Does
he have room
for any more
stamps?

Level 15,
Orange

“Jingle Jangle,”
said the
laughing little
monkey. With
that, it was
done.

A yummy lunch of bugs and
slugs. Whose lunch can this be?

ph: 0800 372 393
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BB

Level 14,
Green

The parade is
coming to town.
There’s a band,
clowns, balloons
and plenty more
to see…

Come and meet all the
strange pets in our street.

Welcome to the farm.
But what’s going on here?

Level 12, Green

BB

BB
Level 13,
Green

Mr Potty has
planted a
seed. What will
help it grow?

One day,
mother bird
looked out
of her nest
and saw a
remarkable
sight.

Level 4, Red

I’m making a giant sandwich.
What should I put in it?

Level 12,
Green

Level 13,
Green

In the boat,
the fisherman
pulled and
tugged until…

Level 3, Red

Molly’s off
to buy some
new shoes. I
wonder what
shoes she
wants?

Lizzie is
stuck! How
does she feel
and who will
help her?

Come for a ride in my dad’s
old, blue vintage car.

Level 1,
Magenta

Level 6,
Yellow

Level 11,
Blue

Level 10, Blue

BB

Level 5, Red

Level 8,
Yellow

Level 8,
Yellow

Value Pack
$456
$8.00 each

• Magenta to Gold (reading recovery levels 1 – 24)
• For guided & independent reading
• Humorous stories

Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

Fiction

Free teacher notes online

To purchase single or multi copies please go to giltedgepublishing.co.nz

Level 15,
Orange

Mrs Rush-Around
always has so
much to do.
How will she get
everything done?

Junior Primary - Levelled Readers
Level 16,
Orange

Level 16,
Orange

Level 17,
Light Blue

Margery Moose
is off to see the
world.Go with
her on her travel
adventure.

Join the
Jumblys for
the Jumbly
clean-up.

Level 16,
Orange

It is winter
and Granny
Green is
warm. But it
hasn’t always
been this
way!

Level 17,
Light Blue

Level 17,
Light Blue

Level 18,
Light Blue

Level 18,
Light Blue

Junior Primary - Levelled Readers

Non-fiction

giltedge readers

$8.00
each

This is our cat,
Digby. Does
he look like a
“rubbish bin”
or “menace” to
you?

This is Aunt
Milly. She
helps the
people of Dry
in a magical
way.

Mrs Begg
has made a
nest for her
beautiful egg.
“Just right,”
she said.

Mr Potty has
an idea to stop
the birds from
eating his
plums. Find out
what he does.

Fiction

Watch out for
cheeky Fox,
Bear! You might
just lose your
tail!
Traditional tale.

Level 1, Magenta

Level 9, Blue

Report, Labelled Diagram

Report, description

This is a puzzle of me. If you put the
puzzle together am I all there?

Some animals have shells. Find
out why when you read this book.
Level 7 Yellow
Recount,
information
narrative.

BB
Level 19,
Purple

Level 18,
Light Blue

Follow
Firefighter Fred
through his
busy day and
find out why
Fred is such a
good cook.

Mr Potty looks
like he’s up
to something!
What are
you doing
Mr Potty?

Football is
fun. Let’s see
them play

Level 19,
Purple

Rosie is black,
white and
unhappy. Now
she is a colourful
cow and she is
beautiful!

Level 5, Red

Level 7, Yellow

Report, explanation, chart, description

Report, description

Some animals are big and some are
little. Is this giraffe big or little?

This is ice. Is it hot or cold?
Level 8, Yellow

Level 21,
Gold

Level 20,
Purple

Level 21,
Gold

Follow Mr
Minty as
he follows
food, fun and
adventure all
over the farm.

Pirate Pete is
feeling very
clever, very
brave and very,
very happy.
Find out why.

Procedural,
instructional text, lists

A step by step
guide to drawing
yourself.

All aboard the
Oldville Flyer!

Level 8, Yellow

BB

Recount, biography, chart, content and index
pages, diagrams

Level 22,
Gold

Level 22,
Gold

Chapter book.
Farmer
McFuddy is
planting a
vegetable
garden but isn’t
sure what to
give the plants
to drink!

Level 23,
Gold

Level 23,
Gold

William is
organised
and ready for
Wednesday,
but not
this weird
Wednesday.

They are
building a new
fruit and veggie
mart. See how
they work to get
the job done.

Chapter book.
This is about
brave Knight
Nicholas and
Princess Pearl.
Follow them on
their adventure.

BB

On Saturday I played football.
What did you do on Saturday?

BB
Level 6, Yellow

Level 24,
Gold

Chapter book.
Maggy goes
to visit her
grandma. Her
grandma is
magical but it’s
not how Maggy
thinks!

ph: 0800 372 393
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Report, relationship graph, subheadings

Level 24,
Gold

Chapter book.
King Hung Vuong
VI tries a simple
rice cake. Will it
be the food he is
searching for?
Traditional tale

16

This is a truck. What did trucks look
like long ago?

Level 8, Yellow
Recount, information narrative

We are having a party. What will
we need?

BB

Level 16, Orange

Level 15, Orange

Report, introduction,
lists, procedural,
instructional, content
and index pages

Information narrative,
report, maps, content

Do you know
how to keep
your dog clean
and happy? This
book can tell you
how.

Non-pack

Level 12, Green

Price
$8.50 each

Procedural,
instructional, lists,
introduction

Find out about
some instruments
from different
countries.

Learn some
magic tricks.
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Junior Primary - Decodable Readers

Junior Primary - Decodable Readers

Value Pack
$512
$8.00 each

Decodable Readers

• Books that integrate the teaching of phonics
Developed by Joy Allcock
into the context of real literature
You’ll be
• Magenta to Orange
surprised what

Non-pack
Price
$8.50 each
Sound focus ‘th’
Cam’s dad has read him
a story and turned out the
light. But some strange
things start happening in
the dark!

Sound focus ‘ch’
Dad says making scones
is easy, but he gets into a
terrible mess!

Sound focus ‘ng’
Billy and Matt are the Bunk
Pirates. They are hunting for a
chest of gold. Will they find it?

Sound focus ‘qu’
What’s Queen Mab doing?
She has locked herself
in her room to work on a
secret project.

Sound focus ‘ar’
Lara finds a trampoline pad
lying on the path. Why is she
sitting on it in the park with
Mark and Barney?

Sound focus ‘ow ’
Monty Mouse has found the
door of his cage open. What
will he find if he goes outside?

Sound focus ‘oy’
It’s Troy’s first day at school.
Will he like it?

Short ‘e’ sound
Something is moving in the
cave that Ben and Heather are
sheltering in. What is it?

Short ‘u’ sound
Find out what happens to
Buddy and Justin when they
don’t follow the safety rules
for walking in the bush.

Sound focus ‘er’
Even though she is full of
mischief, Gertie is still a
lovable cat.

Long ‘e’ sound
The village people are
preparing for a feast and
the Greedy Beast wants
to join them, but they
say no!

Long ‘i’ sound
Queen Eliza lives up in the
clouds. She has no idea of the
problems she is causing for
Mike and the villagers who
live far below her.

Long ‘o’ sound
Everyone tells Ogre he
is ugly and they give
him advice about how to
become handsome. Is he
really ugly?

Long ‘u’&’oo’ sound
Julie and her dad have
gone camping. The first
night there is a terrible
storm.

Sound focus ‘sh’
Sean, Charlotte and Dad love
giving Mum a surprise on
her birthday. Where are they
taking her and what will the
surprise be?

Sound focus ‘ar’
Darcy is excited. He has
found out about a go-cart
race. The prize is a twoday pass to an adventure
park. He really wants
to win!

Sound focus ‘ear’
Deirdre finds a cat
under the pier after
a storm, but the cat
disappears and another
storm is coming.

Sound focus ‘air’
Claire and Mary are at the
swimming pool with Dad,
but Mary has all the fun.
Why is Claire just lying on
the chair and not playing
with Mary and Dad?

Sound focus ‘v’
Gavin and his parents love
going to the car races.
Today is a special day and
everyone’s ticket goes into
a draw to win a prize. Will
Gavin be lucky?

Sound focus ‘j’
Gemma buys an old lamp
at the school gala. While
she and her friend Josh
are cleaning it, something
amazing happens.

Yellow

you see when
you lift the flaps
to find what
animals are
hidden in this
book!

Sound focus ‘x’
Rex the Fox takes his box
house with him when he
moves from town to town.
Will the people in this new
town like him?

Sound focus ‘sh ’
Lily needs her mother to make
her a fish outfit for the school
play. Will Mrs Rush-Around
remember to make it in time?

Magenta

Flap Book

Flap Book

Come with Meg on a hunt for
things that start with the same
sound, then lift the flap to find
something special to do!

It’s Pet Day at school. Read the
story to find out what pets the
children will bring, then lift the
flap to see if you were right!

Having fun in the mud makes a
mess! What will Mum think of
all this mud?

Red

Come with Tim on a hunt for
things that start with the same
sound, then lift the flap to find
something special to do!

A picnic breakfast in the
garden sounds like fun. But
what happens when a ball
comes over the wall from
next door?

Word ending - ed, ing
Penny and Jack are playing
ball at the beach when
something strange happens.

Long ‘e’ sound
What kind of papa is Papa
Henry? Let’s read this book
and find out!

Word ending - ed, ing
Having a haircut is
not something to look
forward to – or is it?

Word ending - le
Nicole loves the little kitten
Dad has brought home.
But will Mum let her keep it?

Short ‘o’ after ‘w’ sound
Wasps don’t like their nests
to be disturbed. Find out
what happens to Walter
when he digs one up!

Word ending - er
Mum loves breakfast in bed.
But when her family bring
her fish for breakfast,
everyone gets a surprise.

Long ‘e’ sound
How can you grow beans when
you live in the city and you
don’t have a garden? Why is
growing them so important?

Long ‘a’ sound
Today is Kate’s birthday and
she has brand new skates.
Kate wants to be just like
her big sister Amy and skate
figure-eights on the ice.

Yellow

Word ending - ed, ing
A boiled egg for breakfast
brings an unexpected
visitor to the table.

Sound focus ‘k’
Camping out is fun but there
are lots of things to think about
when you’re putting up a tent.

BB
Long & short vowel sounds
Five busy bees are out flying
one day and they all find
something different that
interests them.

Long ‘i’ sound
Mama Bear says it’s time
to go to bed, but Baby Bear
doesn’t think so!

ph: 0800 372 393

Long ‘a’ sound
Amy’s friends don’t like
her slippery slimy trails.
But can Amy’s slippery
slime help them?

giltedgepublishing.co.nz

Long ‘o’ sound
Find out what fun Toby
and Josie have when
it snows and the dam
freezes over.
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Long ‘oo’ sound
Ruby is a tooth fairy who
collects children’s teeth
when they fall out. But what
does she do with them?

Short ‘oo’ sound
What could you do if you’re
all by yourself with nothing
to do?

Free teacher notes online

Continued overleaf

To purchase single or multi copies please go to giltedgepublishing.co.nz

Blue

Flap Book

Flap Book

Sound focus ‘or’
Rory shouldn’t be outside
– a storm comes up and
Rory wishes he had gone in
after all.

Junior Primary - Decodable Readers

Junior Primary - Decodable Posters

Decodable Poster Packs

readers
Decodable Readers

$80

Sound focus ‘l’ & ‘il’
Ellen runs to help Daniel when he hurts himself,
but not everyone is so kind.

per
pack

Search for Sounds Pack

20 different posters, 22 common English consonant sounds

Blue

We’re looking for things with a ‘ch’ sound.

chin
chipmunk

Sound focus ‘h’
Holly’s cousins warn her not
to climb into Miss Hooper’s
back garden to find the ball
they have lost, but she takes
no notice of them.

BB

Sound focus ‘s ’
Susan’s Aunt Sally is
sick and Susan wants
to send her a special
present to cheer her up.

Sound focus ‘x’
When Drummer Dixie and his band play, all the
animals come to the barnyard dance. Is it safe to let
everyone in?

Sound focus ‘f ’
Auntie Phil is Gemma and
Ralph’s favourite aunt. But
she is moving away. What
can they do to make sure
she doesn’t forget them?

Green

Sound focus ‘k’
Jack and Karen
find more than they
expected in Mrs Kelly’s
garden shed.

Sound focus ‘z’
Izzy the bee is allergic to
pollen. Every time she
goes near a flower, she
sneezes. Is there a cure
for a bee that sneezes?

Sound focus ‘r’
Karen really likes raspberries.
When her friend Robin tells
her about a Raspberry Fizz,
she can’t wait to try it. What
will it taste like?

chain

chair

ch

tch

ch

Long ‘u’ & ‘oo’ sound
Stuart wants to take
something special to school
for news. What has he found
and why is everyone at
school so interested in it?

Long ‘i’ sound
Guy and Tyson both love
lime green ice cream.
Find out why it becomes
their all-time favourite.

Sound focus ‘zh’
Someone has taken the ladder
from the girls’ tree hut and
they think they know who! Now
they have to make a plan to get
it back.

Short ‘e’ sound
One day Zeb meets a boy
playing the violin and the
Saturday market is never
the same again.

Ch

chimpanzee

ch

chocolate

Ch

hatch

$72

Back

Prowl for Vowels Pack

18 different posters,19 English vowel sounds
* also suitable for middle primary

Long ‘o’ sound
Joe-joe the littlest
mermaid is searching
everywhere for
something special for
her mother’s birthday.

Orange

Sound focus ‘sh’
Shona the kingfish and
Shay the shark are
determined to save the
ocean from pollution.
How will they do this?

child

Front

Sound focus ‘er’
Kurt has put a lot of work
into his school project
about recycling food
scraps using tiger worms.

per
pack

Sound focus ‘or’
Cora is a lioness who must
leave her young cubs alone
while she goes hunting.
One day she is caught in a
terrible firestorm.

Ch

Ch

chicken

Sound focus ‘w’
The Walkers live in the
country and the Wilsons
live in the city. Find out
what happens when they
swap homes for a while.

N

Long ‘e’ sound
Bees are busy creatures that are always working hard; but not
Charlie Bee – all he wants to do is sleep.

Non-pack
Price
$8.50 each
ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Long ‘a’ sound
Grace’s family has just moved
into a new house. When they
meet their new neighbours
they find that they both speak
different languages.

Front

Back

Two A3 full-colour laminated poster packs with carry bag
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Junior Primary & Preschool - Big Books

Junior Primary - Levelled Big Books
$25
each

297 x 402mm

(426 x 315mm)

$28
each

$14
each

Learn About Letters
The Illustrated Alphabet Book (420 x 297mm)
Introduces beginning
readers to the letters of
the alphabet. Many pages
show letters representing
different sounds so that
beginning readers &
ESOL students discover
the foundation principles of
written English. Illustrations
from the giltedge readers
series feature.

$30
each

(474 x 350mm)

$12
each

ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Price
$6.00 each

(300 x 300mm)

Hide and Seek
(Game)
Where’s Mac
hiding?

$28

Non-pack

Value Pack
$40

297 x 402mm

Goodnight Mac
(Going to bed)
Time for bed Mac.

Mac Goes
Swimming (Water
safety)
Mac wants to go
for a swim but he
must wait for the
farmer.

Mac, Cat and the
Blanket (Sharing)
Mac wants his
blanket but Cat is
on it.

Mac and the Vegetables
(Healthy eating)
Mac thinks he
doesn’t like
vegetables but he
hasn’t tried them!

Manners Mac!
(Manners)
Mac wants his
bone but needs to
learn his manners.

Mac and the Things
He Likes (Friends)
Find out what
Mac likes best.
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Middle to Senior Primary

Middle to Senior Primary

Novels

Magazine-style Books

• Recommended for ages 7 years & up
• Includes fantasy & real-life dramas

• High interest reading

$10

$5
each

$10
Value Pack
$18
for both

It’s not your typical afterschool job: at Krell Research,
Chris looks after genetically
modified mega-weta and
helps Emma, the boss’s
granddaughter, to care for a
lively group of newly hatched
moa chicks.

When your after-school job is
looking after weta the size of
cats, it’d be understandable
if you thought that your life
couldn’t get any more exciting
or dangerous.

e

Sequel to The Great Weta Robbery

“Outsmart the
enemy,” advises
Gramps. Easy
for him to
say. Every day
Andrew has to
face the bully
Pryke and his
gang, and they
always call the
shots.

The two boys
seem worlds
apart. Even in
the water they
are different.

$10

$10

e

e

$10

Briana longs
to dance with
flowing, elf-like
grace but her
ballet lessons
are not going
well.

It’s a full moon
when Jamie’s
family starts
behaving … well,
unusually.

$10

$10

Audio available, read by David Hill
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Value Pack
$30
$3.75 each

With their
beautiful,
broad wings,
the people of
Quill are born
to soar through
the air. So what
went wrong
with Padrin?

Ocean Watch
(Matches the p27 fiction
title The Beach Sweep)
A look at the environment,
what lives in the sea and
how it is used and abused
by mankind. Ideal for
conservation studies.

Stealth - Journal of
Martial Arts
(Matches the p28 fiction title Rosh)
The martial arts world - the
history of different martial
art styles, Bruce Lee, and
how to handle yourself in an
aggressive situation.

BB

Creative Music Maker
(Matches the p28 play title
Between the Lines)
Recording your own music CD,
different types of instruments
and the debate between digital
and acoustic drum kits. We
show tips on overcoming stage
fright and profile a new up and
coming band.

Smash Up - Demolition
Derby Heaven
(Matches the p27 fiction title
What a Wreck)
Looks at the Demolition Derby
scene - how cars are modified
for shows, the cars that race
now and how they used to look.
It looks at the gear involved and
driver safety.

White Slide Snowboarding Journal
(Matches the p27 fiction title
Constructing Big Air)
Talks about snowboarding the different moves and
equipment suited for
different people. Covers the
best snowboarding slopes in
the world.

Fab - Fashion, Fortunes,
Fitness, Friends
(Matches the p27 fiction title
Annie and Mitch)
Fashion - how it originated,
how it affects people and how
to look good on a budget. How
to make money in the school
holidays and how to keep fit.

Capoeira Mundo
(Matches the p27 fiction title
The Man and The Man Decides)
Explores the world of
Capoeira - a dance martial art
originating from Brazil during
the 16th century. It looks at
why Capoeira is different, the
history, the moves and the
culture.

Surf ’s Up
(Matches the p27 fiction title
Intense Surf)
Looks at gear worn - different
types of surfboards and
different types of moves.
The best surfing spots to go
to and, of course, the safety
needed to enjoy and look after
yourself.

To purchase single or multi copies please go to giltedgepublishing.co.nz

Middle to Senior Primary

Non-Fiction
Chapter Books

$15.00
each

• High interest reading

Fiction
Chapter Books

Fat Tyres

Top Secret

Deadly Skies

A look at one of the
world’s most feared
and misunderstood
creatures.

Mountain bikes, how they
are used and how they
are fun.

A look at secret agents
from WW2, their gadgets
and how they worked
under cover.

Learn about the two most
deadly space shuttle
flights.

$15.00
each

• By some of NZ’s top youth authors including David Hill, Fleur Beale & John Parker
• High interest reading for upper primary & junior high school
• Topics cover coping with life situations such as peer pressure, friendship, self esteem etc…

What a Wreck!

Shark!

Senior Primary

(Matches the non-fiction title
Smash Up – Demolition
Derby Heaven p25)
A boy buys his first car and
learns how to repair it.

Intense Surf

Be Yourself

(Matches the non-fiction
title Surf’s Up p25)
Surfboarders have a
near miss with a shark.

Gila learns through her
drama class it’s OK to
be herself.

Annie and Mitch

BB

BB

A Deadly Dozen

The Eye of the Tiger

Gone Forever

Features 12 creatures
that defend themselves
with toxic poison.

Tigers are fascinating
and powerful creatures.
Read about where they
live and how they’re
now endangered.

What killed the
dinosaurs? Could it
happen again?

(474 x 350mm)

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Old Heap

When Sally moves to a
new school she finds
out it’s hard to fit in.

Karl has a crash course
in learning to drive
when it’s an emergency.

A look at the history of
golf and amazing facts
about the game.

Big Books

$30.00
each

ph: 0800 372 393

Golf

Finding Abe

(Matches the non-fiction title
Fab! – Fashion, Fortunes,
Friends p25)
A teenage love relationship
with all its uncertainties.

The Man Decides

Being Theo

The Man

Constructing Big Air

A Few Minutes

Second Thoughts

(Matches the non-fiction title
Capoeira Mundo p25)
Sequel to ‘The Man’. He has
to choose between his ‘boys’
or Capoeira.

Free teacher notes online

(Matches the non-fiction title
White Slide p25)
A snowboarding story about
designing, building and
experiencing the Big Air.

Theo tries on different
personalities only to find
‘Being Theo’ is the best.

(Matches the non-fiction title
Capoeira Mundo p25)
A bully sees an alternative
way, becoming interested in
Capoeira (a dance martial art).

Tyson gets home from
school to find some
unwelcome visitors.

Jeff steals his dad’s pride
and joy, his sports car.
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Trapped

Nobody liked Cory, but with
the hand life had dealt him,
it’s no wonder he felt trapped.

Free teacher notes online

Senior Primary

Senior Primary to Junior High School

Plays

Value 6Pack
$12
$2.00 each

Value Pack
$30
$4.29 each

Adapted directly from the GO for IT Chapter Books to:
• Practise oral fluency & dramatic expression
• Build confidence in a group situation
• Develop sequencing & understanding of thought & language structure
• Free teacher notes available to download from our website
Annie and Mitch

Trilogy Novels
Three Stories in each book

by David Hill

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
Annie & Mitch/FAB

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
Music Maker

3 Days of Destruction
Wahine. Tangiwai. Napier 1931.
Three unforgettable days in New
Zealand history. Three young people
caught up in events that unravelled
from the everyday to disaster.
Personal perspectives in 3 Days of
Destruction offer fresh insight into
those terrifying and deadly times.

Our band has to rehearse for
its biggest gig yet. But I have
other things on my mind.

When Annie fell for Mitch, she
fell hard. But no one seemed
to understand how she felt.

By David Hill

The Big Jump

Beach Sweep

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
Constructing Big Air
/Whiteslide

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
Beach Sweep/Ocean Watch

by Karen Phelps

Little did I know how many
interesting things there were
to discover – not only about the
beach, but also about myself.

The Man

Only 50 Bucks

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
The Man/
The Man Decides/
Capoeira Mundo

Cast number: 6
Link titles:
What a Wreck!/
Smash-Up!

by Fleur Beale

With a loan from my dad
I had my first car. I just
wasn’t prepared for what
happened next!

Rosh

Surf Patrol

Cast number: 6
Link titles:
Rosh/Stealth

Cast number: 5
Link titles:
Intense Surf/
Surf’s Up

by Fleur Beale

by Karen Phelps

Rosh and I weren’t looking
for trouble. But it found us.
Karate just might be the
answer.

giltedgepublishing.co.nz

When Karl and Sara
are out deep they
start to notice strange
movements under
water ...
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3 Out of the Zone

Sneaking out to watch the drags
races … Under
pressure to race an old dungheap of a car … Being the proud
owner of a new car but attracting
the wrong kind of attention … The
characters in the 3 Spokes short
stories must somehow answer to
what they know to be right.
This title is recommended for ages 14+

by John Parker

Who is that guy in the white
shirt? Doesn’t he know that
I’m the man and this is my
street?

ph: 0800 372 393

3 Spokes

by Kate Boehm Jerome

Josh is a snowboarding pro …
he reckons.

Price
$6.00 each

• For upper primary & junior high school
• Each book features three stories that deal with the same genre or topic
while exploring a diversity of perspectives, themes & characters

Between the Lines

by Fleur Beale

Non-pack

Non-pack
Price
$2 each

3 Out of the Zone is a spinetingling collection of fantastic
tales in which young people
get caught up in events that
no one would have predicted –
least of all themselves.

3 Strikes and You’re Out

Tri Sci Fi

Three stories, three predicaments,
3 Strikes and You’re Out makes
compelling reading as young
people on the verge of petty
crime grapple with a multitude of
questions about right, wrong and
the path ahead.

Tri Sci Fi contains three
captivating stories that will
offer something new to devoted
science fiction fans – and will
tempt newcomers to give it a try.

3 at the Edge

3 in the Scene
When does living it up become
partying too hard? When does
losing weight begin to take over
your life? How much do you risk
for a date with a cute new guy? In
the short stories of 3 in the Scene,
the characters come face to face
with some really hard questions.
This title is recommended for ages 14+

Everyday life is closer to the
edge than you might think. In
each of these three stories,
a guy thinks he is living an
ordinary day – camping in a
quiet spot, or out with a mate,
or on a car ride – when he
is caught up in an adventure
beyond anything he ever
thought possible.
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New Zealand History

New Zealand History

$15.50
each

Famous
New Zealanders

New Zealand
History

$16.00
each

Kids in Time

$10.00
each

• Stories from New Zealand history
• Intermediate level books that give historic recounts from a child’s perspective

New Zealand’s Golden
Days
By Bruce Mahalski
Illustrated by Spike Wademan

Four Great New Zealand Scientists
By Keith Tonkin

The search for gold has
made a few people rich and
successful, but it has also
ruined the lives of many.
In New Zealand, settlers
noticed gold traces in
rivers and streams from as
early as the 1840s. By the
1860s, the search for gold was
in full swing. 28pp.

Featuring: Ernest Rutherford - Atomic pioneer;
William Pickering - Rocket scientist; Maurice
Wilkinson - DNA visionary; Beatrice TinsleyMeasuring the universe. 40 pages, liberally
illustrated with glossary and index.

New Zealanders Of Action
In World War Two
By Keith Tonkin

During WW2 Keith Park, Charles Upham, Nancy
Wake and Te Moananuia - Kiwa Ngarimu each
found that they had an important part to play.
Along with thousands of other New Zealanders,
they showed us how much can be achieved in adversity. 26pp.

Pounamu
By Bruce Mahalski
Illustrated by Spike Wademan

Pounamu, or greenstone,
was unlike anything that
Maori had come across
before. Its hardness meant
that it was difficult to break.
Its toughness meant that
it was almost impossible
to flake. Pounamu turned
out to be the perfect raw
material for tools, weapons and
ornaments. 24pp.

New Zealand Film-Makers
By Keith Tonkin

New Zealand has an incredibly strong filmmaking heritage dating back to the early 1900s.
Read about five Kiwis who have made major
contributions to the development of film-making
both in New Zealand and internationally – Rudall
Hayward, Len Lye, Jane Campion, Lee Tamahori
and Peter Jackson. 32pp.

Te Pou Kara:
The Flagpole
By Keith Tonkin
Illustrated by Spike Wademan
By the time I was 10, I was determined to travel to the edges of the Earth. One day in 1844,
my chance came. My voyage across the great oceans from America to “the great fish of Maui”
would change my world forever – and almost cost my life. 40pp.

In the Spotlight

No Time for Dreaming

By Shirley Corlette
Illustrated by Loudmouth
Productions

By Fleur Beale
Illustrated by Loudmouth
Productions

The idea of this book
comes from the true story
of the Pollards’ Lilliputian
Comic Opera Company,
which first toured New
Zealand in 1881. On
that tour the company
performed the Gilbert
and Sullivan comic opera
HMS Pinafore, with the
entire cast made up of
children. 64pp.

It’s 1893 and the General
Election is about to be held.
Women can now cast their
votes. This is a new era for New
Zealand women and for 11 year
old Dinah. 36pp.

The Longest
Journey

The Big Snow
By Keith Tonkin
llustrated by
Spike Wademan

By Keith Tonkin
Illustrated by Spike
Wademan

The year is 1861 and gold is
discovered in South Otago.
Edward Gordon (12), moves with
his family to the goldfields to dig
their fortune. But two years later
a massive snow storm strikes,
threatening their lives and
many others. 44pp.

Join John Fitton (10), as
he sails with his family
aboard the Canterbury
on its four month maiden
voyage from London to
New Zealand in 1851.
44pp.

ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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Visual Arts

Visual Arts

Works of Art

Making It Mine

These procedural texts describe & illustrate the process of
working with different art units from a child’s viewpoint. A visual
arts planner for teachers is included in the back of each book.

Our visual arts title Making It Mine adds to the substance of Painting My
Teacher Blue by focusing on the heart of art education programmes – the
development of children’s personal creativity.

This series links to the visual arts resource
Painting My Teacher Blue (page 33)

•
•
•

Documents how a range of teachers working in different contexts, & at different levels,
developed & taught individualised art experiences
Focuses on carefully unpacked units of work to identify the various approaches &
strategies the teachers used to foster individuality & difference
Students’ working process is documented, their voices are recorded & the rich variety of
finished works celebrated

Value Pack
$25
$2.77 each
$40

Non-pack
Price
$3.00 each

Painting My Teacher Blue
The essential resource for New Zealand primary teachers to
plan & teach visual arts programmes.
Written by specialist art teachers & senior art lecturers at Auckland College
of Education, Painting My Teacher Blue remains
one of New Zealand’s favourite curriculum
planning resources.
Content includes:
• Advocacy of visual art
• How to plan using the curriculum document
• Processes & units for commonly used media
• Assessment & evaluation of programmes

ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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$45

Visual Arts

Special Needs
Value Pack
$12.50
$2.50 each

New Zealand Artists
A health education series of five
titles that address some of the most
common health issues faced daily
in our early childhood education
centres & primary schools.

The Concise
Dictionary
of New
Zealand Artists
$30

Each title focuses on a particular health
issue & covers areas including how peers
cope with these health needs on a daily
basis, how those with the condition like to be
treated, how others can help, & the roles of
caregivers, parents & teachers.

A quick-reference guide
to New Zealand painters,
printmakers & sculptors
from the 19th century to
the 21st.

(Limited Copies Available )
Non-pack

Making Connections: John Bevan Ford

$10

Explores the remarkable renaissance in Maori art through the carvings
& paintings by John Bevan Ford. This book is as much about who John
was & how he worked as about his finished art works.

Price
$3.00 each

The Complete Guide to Golf

Excavating the Past: Michael Shepherd, artist
$10

In the paintings of Michael Shepherd we can see a powerful link with the
story of his life so far. The ideas in his work are inextricably connected to
the history of his own family, to the events in the region in which he grew
up & to bigger issues concerning New Zealand & British imperialism.
The way Michael works with these strands, their juxtaposition, makes for
a fascinating story.

$30

Pushing the Boundaries: Eleven Contemporary Artists
in Aotearoa New Zealand
$12

ph: 0800 372 393

Deals with contemporary art arising from the responses that 11 different
artists have to living in Aotearoa New Zealand: Judy Darragh, Darryn
George, Denise Kum, Maureen Lander, Simon McIntyre, Lisa Reihana,
Tony de Lautour, Susan Jowsey, Simon Kaan, Kathryn Madill &
Monique Redmond.

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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A complete golf instruction guide for the beginner,
the casual & the advanced golfer. This is the
first New Zealand commercially published guide,
which gives an easy step-by-step lesson plan to
understanding the fundamentals of playing each
shot & the keys to playing great golf. The book is fully
illustrated with colour photographs throughout.

“It is good to see an instruction book for golfers by
one of our own New Zealand teaching professionals.
This is perfect for the novice & beneficial to golfers
of all levels.”
Sir Bob Charles
35
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eBooks
e

$7.50
each

Five Great New Zealand Entrepreneurs
Featuring: William Davidson & Thomas Brydone – Frozen meat exports;
AJ Hackett – Bungy Jumping; Sam Morgan – Internet trading; Karen Walker – Fashion design.
36 pages, liberally illustrated with glossary & index.

Te Tupuna Maunga o Parihaka:
The Ancestral Mountain of Parihaka
Even though I am now old and my skin is wrinkled, I still remember Te Ra
ao te Pahua – The Day of Plunder. More than a thousand Pakeha soldiers
came to our village, Parihaka, armed with guns and swords. We children
waited on the road. 40pages, with illustrations.

$5.00
each

A Fair Fight
“Outsmart the enemy,” advises Gramps. Easy for him to say. Every
day Andrew has to face the bully Pryke and his gang, and they always
call the shots. But Gramps is right, there is no way he can out-muscle
them. There must be a way of changing the ground rules to make a
fair fight … but what is it?

The Great Weta Robbery
When your after-school job is looking after weta the size of cats,
it’d be understandable if you thought that your life couldn’t get any
more exciting or dangerous. But there is a darker secret lurking in
the laboratories of Krell Research.

Down Under
Roger is a big, beefy bully. Most of all, he likes to bully his shrimp of
a cousin. The two boys seem worlds apart. Even in the water they are
different: one has the muscles to swim strongly on the surface and the
other can swim underwater further than anyone else. Then there is an
accident on the bridge that neither of them can deal with on their own …

eBooks available through giltedgepublishing.co.nz & wheelers.co.nz
ph: 0800 372 393

giltedgepublishing.co.nz
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You can order
Website – giltedgepublishing.co.nz
Email – info@giltedgepublishing.co.nz
Phone – 0800 372 393
Post – Giltedge Publishing,
PO Box 511
Kerikeri 0245, New Zealand

Become a Giltedge VIP to
receive early bird specials
& 10% off first order at:

giltedgepublishing.co.nz

